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1.

Introduction.

The recent literature on modelling exchange rates in a target zone relies heavily
on the use of continuous àme stochasàc models and stochasàc calculus. Although
this approach is neat and leads to interesting theoreàcal insights, the empirical
applicability is limited and the fit of these models to the data is generally
of the likely causes of this poor fit are the very restricàve
distribuàonal assumpàons in these models. Only under the simplest driving
processes, such as the Brownian moàon or the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, an
explicit or tractable implicit soluàon for the exchange rate can be obtained.
However, ezchange rates exhibit properties that are not easily incorporated in
poorl.

One

Gaussian conànuous àme models, such as fat tailed return distribuàon and strong
condiàonal heteroskedasàcity.
In this paper we propose a discrete àme alternaàve to the continuous dme
target zone models. In the target zone the ezchange rate is kept within a band by
both marginal and intra-marginal interventions. The approach followed has several
advantages over the usual models. First, once the discrete àme model is solved,
the likelihood funcàon and moments of the distribuàon of the discretely observed
data are available immediately; there is no need to compute complex transiàon
densiàes like in Bartolini and Bodnar (1991) or De Jong (1993). Second, more
general non-Gaussian stochasàc processes are easily incorporated in the discrete
àme framework.
In the empirical part, the model is esàmated on Deutschemark ezchange rates
from the EMS. Using the esàmates of the parameters of the model, àme series of
expected depreciaàon within the band are constructed. These series are used to
assess the credibility of the EMS target zones by the method of Svensson (1993). In
this method, the interest rate differential with Germany is corrected for the
expected depreciaàon of the currency within the band. T'he remaining part reflects
the expected devaluaàon due to realignments of the central parity.
The setup of the paper is as follows. In Secàon 2, we present the discrete
àme model and provide a method to solve the model numerically. In Secàon 3, the
model is esàmated on EMS exchange rate data assuming a fully credible target zone.
In Secàon 4 we use the proposed model to assess the credibility of the EMS target
zones by comparing predicted depreciaàons within the band with observed interest
rate differenàals. In Section 5 we conclude.
1 Svensson (1992) presents an overview of the theoreàcal and empirical research on
exchange rate target zones.
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2.

The model.

The basis of the model is the discrete time `asset pricing' equation
(1)

et - ft t xEtett 1'

Osa G 1'

where et denotes the spot exchange rate, ft the "fundamenta!" and Et the
conditional expectation given all information available at time t. Solving the
model forward and excluding bubbles one obtains the "present value" solution of the
exchange rate
m
(2)

et - i-0
E ~lEtftfi'

In a discrete time framework, the exchange rate under a target zone regime is
a limited dependent variable on the interval [e,éj. There aze different ways to
model this property. Pesaran and Samiei (1992) stazt from equation (1) and "censor"
the ezchange rate at the upper and lower boundary, so that the model becomes
(3)

et - C(ft -~ aEtetf 1; e~é)~

where C(.) is the censoring function that is defined as follows:

(4)

C(x; e,é) -

e

if x c e

x

if e c x G é.

é

i f x~ é

Pesaran and Samiei ( 1992) assume that the fundamental is a lineaz combination of
observed variables, generated by a VAR process. We do not assume that the
fundamental is a function of observed economic variables. Instead, we assume that
ft is unobserved and follows a mean reverting Markov process that is censored to
the interval [f,j]:Z
(5)

ftt 1- C((1-v~)W f wft } ett 1' f'~'

2 This model is an extension of the model of Koedijk, Stork and De Vries (1993) who
assume that the fundamental is a censored random walk.
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As a consequence of the censoring of the fundamental, the exchange rate is also
bounded and thus fluctuates in a target mne. This property is intuitively cleu
from (2), where due to the censoring the support of all future fundamentals is
bounded.
The parameter te reflects the degree of inean reversion in the fundamental. If
~-1, the fundamental follows a random walk, which is the discrete time equivalent
of the continuous time Brownian motion assumed by Krugman (1991). If pc I, there is
mean reversion of the fundamental, possibly caused by intra-marginal interventions
of the central banks. This model corresponds to the continuous time OrnsteinUhlenbeck process used by Lindberg and Sbderlind (1992) to model Swedish ezchange
rates. Note that in (5) the mean, ~, disappears if the fundamental is a random walk
(to-1). The reason for this parametrisation is that we want to ezclude deterministic
trends in the fundamental. The bounds on the fundamental are restricted to be
symmetric around zero, i.e. f--i', because otherwise ~ is not identified.
The discrete time model allows a general flezibility for the distribution of
the innovations in the fundamental. In particular, distributions with fatter tails
than the normal are likely to empirically dominate the normal and are easily
implemented in the model. For the solution method presented here, it is necessary
that the shape of the distribution function does not depend on time or on previous
state variables. This ezcludes for ezample the ARCH process where the conditional
variance is a function of the previous innovations.
We now turn to the solution of the model given by (1) and (S). Because of the
censoring the model is non-linear and cannot be solved by standard methods designed
for linear Rational Ezpectations models3. However, the model has a swcture that
is similar to the problems of commodity pricing with speculative storage analysed
by Deaton and Laroque (1991a) and the model of saving with liquidity constraints
analysed by Deaton (1991). Deaton and Laroque (1991a,b) have developed methods to
solve and estimate these models, and their methods are easily adapted to solve the
discrete time target zone model.
The first thing to note is that the Markov property of the fundamental
implies that the current value of the fundamental is a sufficient statistic for the
3 Pesaran and Samiei ( 1992) propose to define an intervention variable which equals
the `latent' ezchange rate from (4.1) minus the actual. Then the infinite summation
(4.2) is then rewritten to include al1 ezpected future interventions, and the
exchange rate is computed by backward recursion. The problem with this approach,
however, is that the interventions at time tft (t~0) depend on the ezpected
interventions at ttrtl, so that the recursion becomes quite complicated.
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distribution of future fundamentals. As a conse~uence, the expected future values
in (2) and hence the exchange rate et are a function of the current fundamental ft
only. Therefore, it is possible to define an exchange rate function that gives the
exchange rate for every value of the fundamental, e-G(f). This function should
satisfy the following functional equation, derivod from (1) and (5):
(6)

G(f) - f f a JG(v~PE(v I f),

v- C((Iyo)P f yf t e~ f,F),

where PE(v ~ f) denotes the distribution of v given ft-f. The integral on the right
hand side corresponds to the expected ezchange rate in the next period, given the
fundamental in the current period.
We closely follow the approach outlineà in Deaton and Laroque (1991b) to
solve this equation. The function G(f) is approximated on a grid of points f1,..,fH
on the relevant range of the fundamental. If the bounds on the fundamental were
known, this range would of course be[f,FJ. In practice, the band on the exchange
rate is known and f and F must be solved from the 'value matching' conditions,
e-G(f) and è-G(F). In our model, the exchange rate solution is always bounded
between the 450 line e-f and the free float solution e-fl(1-a). Hence, the relevant
range of the fundamental is always contained in the target zone interval of the
exchange rate, (é,e]. Therefore, we use an equidistant grid fl,..,fN on [è,e]. In
the actual computations, 50 points appeared sufficient.
Having

defined

the grid,

the

next step is to compute the function

values

gi-G(fi) on all points in the grid. This is not feasible in one step, because the
expected value of the exchange rate, Etet}1, depends on the function G(f). The way
to solve this problem is to start from an initial guess of the function values,
g(0)
g(0) on the grid, feed these into the expectation formula, and compute new
l
' N

function values. This method will work if (6) is a contraction mapping, see Sargent
(198~. In the Appendix we prove that (6) is indeed a contraction mapping, so this

method will always converge to the right solution.
Numerical computation of the integral in (6) gces as follows. First, split
the range of f in three parts, fsf, f c f c F and fzF:

(~

G(~ - f t~(Pe(f I~ f I l-Pe(F~ ~]e f fJFG(v)Pf(v ~~vJ

5
The latter integral can be approzimated by a weighted summaáon over the iniáal
funcáon values, where the weights are given by the condiáonal densiáes of the
fundamental at the jm grid point, p~( ~ I fi)'
(8)

gin) -~ f a rPe(f ~ lk t [1-P~(i~ fi)]é f
l

~

g,n-1)pE( ~ ~
fi)J

fcfjcP

This formula is iterated unál the soluáons gin) converge. A good choice for the
iniáal soluáon turned out to be the censored free float soluáon for a random
walk fundamental: gi~)-C(fi!(1-~);e,é).
is

Figure 1 shows an example of the soluáon to the model where the fundamental
a driftless random walk (tv-1) with normally distributed innovaáons with

variance Q2-0.003. The parameter of the ezpected eachange rate a is chosen to be
0.8. These parameter values are roughly equal to the esámated values for the
Danish krone-Deutschemark eachange rate. In the figure the ezchange rate soluáon
e-G(f) is plotted against the free float soluáon f!(1-a). The soluáon shows the
familiar S-shape. However, there is no smooth pasting on the edges of the band.
Further insight in the properties of the discrete áme target mne model can
be gained from the condiáonal ezpectaáon and condiáonal varianct of the ezchange
rate one period ahead.

Generally,

condiáonal

moments of the ezchange rate,

E[h(et~l)~et], are easily computed by integraáng the funcáon h(G(ft}1)) over
Pe(ft~-l~ft) 8iven ft-G-1(et):
(9)

E(h(ett 1) ~ et] - fh(G(v))dPc(v ~ ft),

v- C((1-rp)~, t~pft t e; f,f),

which is numerically approaimated by the appropriate modificaáon of (8). The
analysis of the same random walk specificaáon as before reveals some interesáng
properáes of the model. First, there is endogenous mean reversion of ezchange
rates in the model. This is illustrated in Figure Z, where the ezpected ezchange
rate is plotted against the current eachange rate.

If the exchange rate were a

random walk, the current and ezpected ezchange rate would be the same and the graph
would be equal to the 450 line. In Figure 2, the eapected ezchange rate is always
smaller than the current if et is above the central parity. This mean reversion
within the band is generated endogenously in the target zone model. As is clear
from the figure, the endogenous mean reversion is not strong. Empirically it is
probably necessary to include mean reversion in the fundamental (~p~l) as well.
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Figure 3 shows the condiáonal variance of the ezchange rate. There is
endogenous condiáonal heteroskedasácity in the model because the condiáonal
variance is lower close to the bounds and higher in the middle because of the
possible

censoring

in

the

nezt periad.

A

second thing to note is that the
smaller
than the condiáonal variance
condiáonal variance of the ezchange rate is
of the fundamental. This is because the S-shaped relaáon between fundamental and
exchange rate reduces the variance. This is Krugman's famous honeymoon effect.
Summarising, the discrete áme target zone model has all the properties of
the continuous áme madels, including the miágating effect of the S-shaped
ezchange rate funcáon. The advantage of the discrete áme model lies in its
flezibility to include different distribuáons for the fundamental.
Which
distribuáon is the best is an empirical quesáon that is addressed in the next
secáon.
3.

FstimatinY the discrete time target moe model.

Esámates of the model can be obtained in several ways. A simple but inefficient
method is to select some moments of the margina! (uncondiáonal) distribuáon of
the ezchange rate and esámate the model by GMM. Because of the truncaáon of the
fundamental in every period, the mazginal moments must be computed by simulaáon.
In De Jong (1993) I argue that this method is inefficient compazed with likelihoodbased esámators as well as computaáonally unattracáve. There are several
alternaáve esámators. Deaton and Lazoque (1991b) suggest to use the Quasi Mazimum
Likelihood esámator of Gourierouz et al. (1984), which is based on the first two
condiáonal moments. We esámate the model efficiently by Full Informaáon Mazimum
Likelihood4.
The likelihood funcáon
soluáon to the
observaáons on

is

obtained as an

immediate

by-product of the

model obtained in the previous secáon. Given a
the ezchange rate (e1,..,e.~J and condiáonal on

series of
the fust

observaáon e0, the likelihood funcáon is equal to the sum of the log-likelihood
contribuáons, tt, of each observaáon:
(10)

InL(e) ~ ET: ~ tt

4 Deaton and Laroque also menáon the FIML esámator, but they run into problems
because their model has a disconánuity, which causes non-differenáability of the
likelihood funcáon. This is not a problem in the discrete áme target zone model.
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Because the exchange rate is a function of the current fundamental only, and
because the fundamental is a first order Markov process, the exchange rate is a
Markov process as well. By the prediction error decomposition the likelihood
contributions are derived from the conditional distribution of et g~v~ et-1' ~
likelihood function is of the two-limit Tobit type. The likelihood contribution for
an observation at the one of the bounds is equal to the probability that the
exchange rate hits that bound; for an observation within the band, the likelihood
contribution is equal to its conditional density:
(lla)

lt - ln Pn(e~et-1)

(llb)

~t - ]n pn(et~et-1)

(llc)

lt - In(1-P~(é~et 1))

if et-e
if e~et~é
if et-é

where Pn(. ~et 1) denotes the conditional distribution of the current exchange rate,
et, given the previous eachange rate, et-1'
The conditional distribution of the ezchange rate is only implicit in the
model, and can be obtained from a transformation to the latent fundamental. The
fundamental is constructed from the observed exchange rates by solving the equation
et-G(ft) for ft, given the value of the parameter vector e. The observations of the
ezchange rate are generally different from the point in the grid g1..gN, so that
the ezact value of the fundamental is not immediately available. Therefore, the
function G(f) is approzimated by cubic spline interpolations. This method has the
advantage that the approzimation is twice continuously differentiable and easily
inverted.
Having computed the fundamentals, the likelihood contributions are obtained
by the usual change-0f-variables technique. For observations at the bounds, the
contribution is equal to the probability that the fundamental hits the bandó. The
likelihood contribution of an observation inside the band is slightly more
complicated, because it involves the )acobian of the transformation from eachange
rate to fundamental. After the transformation, the likelihood contributions are as
follows:
6 We used the algorithm described in Cheney and Kincaid (1985, p.275-6).
Recall that in the continuous time model, the probability of having an
observation on the band is zero, because of the continuous marginal intervention.
In the discrete time model, however, this probability is non-zero.
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(12a)

lt - ln Pe(f~ft-1)

if et-e

(12b)

lt - ln Pe(ft~ft-1) - ln G'(ft)

if eeeteè

(12c)

lt - ln(1-P~(~~ ft-1))

if et-è

where Pt denotes the conditional distribution of the fundamental, which is known by
assumption. The second term of (12b) is the logarithm of the Jacobian of the
transformation from et to ft.
Given a choice for the conditional distribution of the fundamental, the
likelihood function is complete. In the empirical work we use two distributions,
the normal and the Student-t distribution. For the autoregressive model the
associated density functions are
Normal distribution
pe(ft~ft-1) - (2ava)-inezp((f~ (1-rv)~~ft-1)2~PZ)
Student-t distribution
r( vtl l2)) va~r)"~n(if(f~(
1-~)1~-~ft-1)2~~,2)-cvt~~n
Pe(ft~ft-1) ' r(v~2 ) r(ll2)
where r denotes the Gamma function and v is the degrees of freedom parameter of the
distribution. The t distribution reduces to the normal for 1Iv-0.
MazimiTation of the log-likelihood function with respect to the parameters
yields a consistent, efficient and asymptotically normal estimator. If one uses the
Student-t distribution, llv is added as an eztra parameter to be estimated. The
likelihood function is continuous in the parameters because the ezchange rate
solution G(f) is continuously differentiable. If cubic spline interpolation is used
the numerical approzimation to G(f) is (twice) continuously differentiable as well,
so that standard optimisation routines can be applied. Asymptotic standard errors
are obtained by inverting the outer product of gradient matriz.
We now turn to the empirical results on EMS data. Initially, the most recent
EMS period without realignments is chosen. Of course, absence of realignments does
not imply that the target zone is fully credible.

We

shall therefore test the
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credibility of the target zone afterwards. The data used are weekly spot ezchange
rates from 14 January 1987 to 23 September 1992 7. The ezchange rate is ezpressed
as the percentage deviation from the centtal parity.
Table 1 reports the empirical results for the discrete time target zone madel
given by (1) and (5), with a Student-t distribution for the innovations in the
fundamental. It appeared to be difficult to estimate both x and the mean of the
fundamental, ~, accurately. Therefore, we imposed the rrstriction t.-0.
Table 1.
currency

Estimates of the fully credible discrete time target zoce model on
Deutschemark exchange rates.
.v2

.~p-1

.a

.v

1nL(a)

LRv

LR~

0.00388 -0.037 0.741 5.024
(0.01269) (0.015) (0.471) (1.471)

-25.85

25.40

1.38

Dutch guilder 0.00231 -0.165 0.415 4.370
(0.00432) (0.030) (0.672) (1.347)

282.21

27.64

0.00

Danish krone

0.00296 -0.024 0.805 7.046
(0.00119) (0.014) (0.046) (3.019)

-45.68

9.40

2.98

French franc

0.00174 -0.013 0.744 4.613
(0.00236) (0.010) (0.177) (1.156)

62.80

39.82

1.88

Belgian franc

Rearictioo Fl~o i~.
suidard erron in p~nnbe~e~.
S~~k (1lIIII987-23N192).
IJtV i~ litelihood Mio atiric ~piot oorm~l di'Iributioa (I~V~~.
LR~ is likelihood nlio M~uMic ~píot À~O.

The table shows several interesting results. For all series, the mean reversion
within the band is significant and ~p is different from 1 at SY6 level8. Another
important result is that the normal distribution is no[ an adequate descrip[ion of
the fundamental; the likelihood ratio test of a normal distribution against a
distribution is always way above the x2(1) critical values at usual
significance levels. The parameter a that determines the forward looking aspect of
Student-t

the model is never significant at 54b level, and for the Danish krone series only at
1046 level. Thus, the non-linear effect of the target zone is not very pronounced,
which may be due to a lack of credibility of the band. We address that issue in the
nezt section.
7 These data were kindly
8 Both under the null
stationary in this model.
and not the Dickey-Fuller

provided by Philip Stork.
(rD-1) and the alternative (ycCl) the ezchange rate is
Therefore, the usual critical values for the t-test apply
critical values.

lo
In Table 2 the estimates of the model with a-0 are presented; the restriction
that ~-0 is now dropped. In this case, the ezchange rate is function G(f) is
linear, e-fl(1-a), and the model reduces W a standard two-limit Tobit model.
Compared with the model with a~ 0, the results are rather similar, except that the
standard errors are much smaller.
Fstimates of the fully credible dtscr~.e time target zone
model on Deutschemark exchange rates, a-0.

Table 2.
currency

.c2

.~

.tc-1

.v

inL,(e)

0.577
(0.257)

0.04572 -0.056
(0.00664) (0.015)

4.865
(0.096)

-25.10

Dutch guilder -0.010
(0.031)

0.00544 -0.163
(0.00085) (0.030)

4.379
(0.115)

282.49

Danish krone

0.001
(0.832)

0.06080 -0.024
(0.00856) (0.018)

7.565
(0.083)

-46.43

French franc

0.000
(1.162)

0.02432 -0.014
(0.00320) (0.016)

4.540
(0.090)

61.83

Belgian franc

Rewrictioe a~0

4.

i~ord.

FunEer odes re T~bk

l.

Assessing target zooe credibility.

Svensson (1993) developed a method to assess the credibility of a target zone.
Assuming that Uncovered Interest Parity (iJIP) holds, the interest rate differential
of a currency versus (here) the Deutschemark is equal to the ezpected rate of
depreciation of that currency vis à vis the Deutschemark over the relevant holding
period. The expected rate of depreciation consists of two parts. The first part is
the ezpected rate of depreciation within the band. Svensson argues that the
annualised ezpected rate of depreciation within the band can be fairly large, so
that large short term interest rate differentials need not imply a high risk
premium or an ezpected realignment. The second part of the ezpected rate of
depreciation is what Svensson calls the expected rate of devaluation, which is
defined as the ezpected change in the central parity due to realignments, corrected
for the change of the position of the ezchange rate within the band. Bertola and
Svensson

(1993) argue that the latter correction is not trivial, because with
realignments the ezchange rate usually jumps from a weak position in the old band
to a strong position in the new band.
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The decomposition can be formalised as follows (Svensson, 1993). Let st
denote the spot rate, ct the central parity, et the spot rate "within the band",
i.e. the spot rate minus the central parity, and pt the probability of a
realignment. Let E[. ~ R] denote the conditional ezpxtation, given a realignment,
and E[. ~ NR] the conditional expectation given no realignments. Then the ezpected
rate of depreciation can be decomposed as
t Et[eetf 1]
Et[ostt 1] - Et[ectf t]
- Pt(Etlectf 1 ~

R] f

- Pt(Et[octt 1 ~ R]

f

(13)

Et[oett 1 ~ R]) }(1-pt)Et[oett 1 ~~]
Et[netf 1 ~~]) } Et[~tf 1 ~~]
Et[eett 1 ~ R] -

: Et[dtf 1] f Et[oett 1 ~~l,
where Et[dttl] denotes the ezpected rate of devaluation. Assuming iTIP, the
(annualised) unconditional ezpected rate of depreciation is equal to the interest
rate differential

(14)

Et[ostf 1]It

- it - it

it is the one-period domestic interest rate, i~ the one-period foreign
interest rate and ~ the length of one period in years. Assuming that the estimated
model is correct, the ezpected future exchange rate within the band is easily
calculated from equation (9), with the Mazimum Likelihood estimates from Table 1
where

imposed as pseudo-true parameters values. This approach differs from the one
proposed by Rose and Svensson (1991) and Beetsma (1992), who use a cubic function
to approzimate the conditional expectation of the ezchange rate within the band.
Having computed the ezpected ezchange rate within the band, say Et[et} 1 ~ NR],
we can construct the ezpected rate of devaluation using data on the interest rate
differential as follows:

(15)

Et[dttl]IT

- it - i~ - Et[oettl~NR]h.

Figures 4A-D show the spot ezchange rate within the band, the 7-day interest rate
differential, the eapected rate of depreciation within the band, and the expected
rate of devaluation of four EMS currencies vis à vis the Deutschemark over the
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short sample period (87~1114-9219123). All graphs show that even in the relatively
stable years of the EMS between 1987 and 1992 there have been considerable
devaluation expectations in all series, although the credibility of the band
increased over the years. We confirm the result of Svensson (1993) who estimated
that the probability of n~lignment for the Danish krone was rather high in 1989,
and larger than suggested by the interest rate differential only.
Another interesting results concerns the estimated rete of devaluation of the
Belgian franc. The estimates suggest that the expected rate of devaluation became
very small or even negative from early 1990 onwards, whereas the interest rate
differential disappeared much later, from early 1991 onward. This again shows that
we cannot ignore the expected rate of depreciation within the band if we want to
assess target zone creáibility.
S.

Conclusion.

In this paper we developed a discrete time model for EMS exchange rates. The model
has several advantages over continuous time models. First, the distributional
assumptions are flezible; the latent fundamental is not restricted to have normal
innovations. Second, the model is easily solved numerically. Having solved the
model, the likelihood function and moments of the predictive distribution of the
exchange rate are immediately available, and standard econometric methods can be
used to estimate and tests the model.
T'he empirical results generally support the model. Mean reversion of the
fundamental

is significant, which suggests that intra-marginal interventions are
important in the EMS. T'he deviation from normality is empirically important as
well; a Student-t distribution for the innovations in the fundamental is strongly
preferred over the normal. 7'he only problem encountered is the joint estimation of
the mean and the variance of the fundamental. We also tested the credibility of the
band in the stable FMS period from 1987 to 1992. Although there have been no
realignments in that period, the empirical results show that the band has never
been fully credible, except for the DeutschemarklDutch guilder exchange rate.
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Appendix.

Fxisteuce of a unique solutioo.

In order to prove that (6) is a contraction, define the operator T by
Tg(~ - f t aJ8(v)dPe(v I~
We shall prove that T satisfies Blaclcwell's sufficient conditions for a contraction
(Sargent ( 1987, p.344)):
(i)
(ii)
ad (i)

Monownicity: for every gth, TgtTh.
Discounting: for every a~ 0, T(g f a)~I'g f Ra, with Qs~ C 1.
Tg(~ - f f aJg(v~Pf(v I~
- f t x Jh(v~PE(v ~ f) t aJ[g(v)-h(v)]dPe(v ~ fj
t f f ajh(v~P~(v I f) - Th(f).

Here we used the fact that the ezpectation, taken over the distribution function
dPe(v ~ f), of the positive function g(v)-h(v) is always positive.
ad (ii)

T(g(f)fa) - f t xj[g(v)fa]dP~(v~f)
- f t ajg(v~Pe(v ~ f) f aa
- Tg(~ f aa,

Osa c 1.
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Figure 4A

DaW and expected rate of realignment for Bet~ian franc I
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Figure 4C

Data and expected rate á ceali~nment for D~nisó krooe I
Deutschemark exch~e rate.
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F'~ure 4D

Data and expected rate á reali:nment for Frencó franc I
Deutsc6warlc acchan~e rate.
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